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The Digital Services Journey to full Orchestration

The Data Center Market is Still an Analog Operation in a Digital World
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Note: Banks / software vendors are representative, for illustrative purposes only
Data Centre ESG – Use Case

Certification Bodies:
- BCA, CEEDA, GCI, TCO, DEEP

ESG Certificates:
- BCA-IDA
- BREEAM
- CEEDA
- LEED
- DEEP
- TCO
- GCI CGCF
- GBI Green Globes

ESG Data Platforms:
- Data Centre ESG Data Platforms: Red Dot Analytics, CoolestSG
- Energy Efficiencies
- Water Efficiencies
- Emissions Intensity
- Sustainable Management
- Carbon Footprint Verification & Fraud Detection with Twining and AI technology

Direct Data Centre Industry Benefits:
- ESG-Linked Capital Financing
- Independent Verifications for Fund Managers
- KPI Tracking of Decarbonization Targets
- Compliance to Government “Green Initiatives”
- ESG Certification Compliance
- Underwriting Sustainability Linked “Green” insurance
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